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THE NEW RELEASE 2019

The objectives of the new version:
•

With CABLING 2019 the state of the art was achieved in the design of Harnesses and Cables with a
complete program, extremely easy to use in its basic functions and with a large number of options.
All this allows users to be able to design with all the details necessary to have a clear and complete
harness project, which leaves no doubt to those who must build it or who must perform
maintenance. More and more, the electric part is now decisive for a good functioning of the
machinery in general and the design and manufacturing of a good harness with certain data favors
the overall quality.

•

More and more the world of electrical design made with tools such as SPAC Automation needs to
share data with CABLING. In fact, CABLING gives added value to the electrical project by preparing in
its archive the information needed to answer this question: how should I connect an electrical
element to the rest of the system? The new interface with SPAC favors this process.

•

CAD.Able continues to develop CABLING, also targeting the requests of numerous customers,
increasing the potential of the product and making it complete.

•

Panel Design has increased as potential and is now even easier to use and more powerful in its
functionality.
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1 JOB-ORDERS MANAGEMENT
1.1 JOB ORDER WIZARD

Video

To allow those using CABLING the first times, the Job Order Wizard button has been added to the start
window.

In the different windows that follow each other are given more detailed explanations that allow to
understand how works the management of job-orders of Cabling. For example, in the Customer management
window some improvements and explanations on the use have been inserted.
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1.2 JOB ORDERS SORTING
In addition to ordering the Job Orders by Name (default) and by Customer, today it is possible to order them
by date. The date is that of creating the job order folder and is sorted alternately by the most recent job
orders backwards or opposite way. If you have many online orders, it is easier to find the last ones you are
working on.

1.3 DATA LAST CHANGE FOR MASTER TITLE BLOCK
It is now possible to manage the date of last change of the current drawing to insert it automatically into the
master title block.
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1.4 RENAME MULTI-SHEET
Renaming a multi-sheet is allowed when starting CABLING using the 'Change' option of the button ‘<<<Utility’

The Name in the window is free to be modified and when you press OK the question is presented if you want
to rename the Multi-sheet.

The name of the multi-sheet is changed and any description and designer name are preserved. Remember
that the renaming of the DWG file that represents the Multi-sheet is also possible through Windows File
Explorer but in this case the description and name of the designer would be lost.
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2 WIRING DIAGRAM
2.1 GROUPS INDICATIONS
As for many CABLING commands, the Insert Groups Indications command in the wiring diagram has now
incorporated the new Settings option when the insertion point is requested: with it you can change the
settings and update the indications already inserted in the drawing. You can type 'S' or use the right button
to see the option ‘Settings’.
The group indications settings were already present in the general command for the wiring diagram settings
but now with this modification it is easier to recall them.

Finally, the update of the indications already inserted has been enhanced allowing the display of the Group
Function even if previously it was set as not visible.
In addition to the menu, the indications can also be inserted from the contextual menu activated on one of
the group's pins.
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2.2 IMPORT GROUPS AND IMPORT CONNECTIONS

Video

In the 2019 version of CABLING, the window from which select the data source was revised and 3 new buttons
were added with the following functions:

It is also possible to choose a database among those of the saved Assemblies: it will be copied into
the current Job Order folder and displayed in the list. A dialog box opens where you can choose, even
through filters, the desidered assembly. Remember that the assemblies are previously defined
Harness and that they are stored with a code as standard elements, even though they contain the
sub-parts that constitute it.
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It is possible to change some data to the Groups and Multipolar Cables contained in a database. A
name of a Group (for example belonging to an assembly) may be different from the one that must
be used in the current project. A dialog opens where you can make these changes and save them in
the selected database.

It is possible to delete a database in the list. The database will be physically deleted after asking for
confirmation.
The Edit and Delete buttons are not active if the option 'Import from current Multi-sheet' (which obscures
the entire 'Database' area) is selected or if a database not selected in the current job order folder is selected.

Using the 'Import from current Multi-sheet' option, the Cbl-Scan-ly.mdb database is always used in the
background and every time you press OK a scan is performed to realign the data.
The 'Import link file' button replaces the menu command, which is now further simplified.
The upper part of the 'Import Groups' and' Import Connections' windows have been adjusted in the title and
in the 'Data Source' button which replaces the old 'Sel. Database '.
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2.3 SHIELDS DRAWING
In CABLING 2019 there are some news on this topic.
When defining a multipolar cable, it is possible to define the shields with a conductor ID starting with SCH or
SH: this allows, independently of the section to which it is combined, to display only the conductor ID in the
wiring diagram and not the section.

In the 'Draw of a Shield’ function, which can be started with the 'Connection Utilities' command or with the
right key during the drawing of the Connections, the 'Free' mode is now cyclical, so it is possible to draw
several shields during the same session.

The rules:
• It is not possible to start two connections from the same shield.
• If a shield is to be connected to two pins, a splice must be interposed (for example S1).
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The design of a single-sided shiled remained substantially unchanged except for the question 'Select a Group
Pin to which the unlinked side of the Shield will be arrived’ from which to take the data to insert a (void) Pin
at the connection arrival.

Finally, the 'Connections' command now provides also the possibility to draw shields, which was previously
only possible with the options 'Connected on one side' or 'Connected on both sides'. The design becomes
simpler especially in cases of cables with several shields. If the end of a shield as source or destination, a cross
is displayed to choose the source or destination direction of the connection.
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2.4 DRAW CONNECTIONS ON WIRING DIAGRAM
In order to improve the design of the connections in the wirign diagram, an important modification has been
made to facilitate and make the wiring diagram easier and more readable.
In the insertion of the symbols that allow to choose the direction of the wire with respect to the 2 or 4
available points of a single pin (_MORS* blocks), 4 or 8 yellow circles have been added.

Selecting one of the yellow circles you get the drawing direction of the starting of the wire but an additional
point is asked to decide where the inclined line must arrive. In the image below, by selecting a yellow circle
in the U97L1 splice, a point near the + F1 pin and then selecting the +F1 pin itself, you can get the result of
the next image.

In this way a vertical or horizontal 'channel' (7 mm width) is created with inclined lines 'to solve' the single
splice. It is better that the other splices are not on the same vertical or horizontal of the previous one. This is
the result that is obtained:
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The operation of the command does not change respect to before if the red lines are selected. The new mode
is active both in the design of connections and while importing connections from an harness layout or from
a file.
Finally, a new mode of selection of the destination pin has been inserted that allows to move it to the desired
position to draw connections aligned with the starting pin to simplify the scheme.
Source selection:

Destination selection: if the circle is selected, the pin is requested to be moved.
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2.5 INSERTION PINS ON SAVED POSITION
For Connectors and Terminals it is possible to save the type of pins (_MORS* block) and their position in
relation to the graphic symbol.
After having first inserted all the pins of a Connector with the option 'Pin by Pin' you can go to the UTIL →
Cabling Materials database → Wiring Diagram Graphic Symbols button and choose the 'Save position Pins of
a Connector' option. You will be asked to select the connector pins and they will be saved for next insertion.

If you subsequently insert the same connector with the command 1 - Groups and the 'Insert Graphic Symbol'
flag is active, a further question will be asked: if you answer yes, you will be asked to insert the graphic symbol
and the connector pins will be inserted automatically in the previously saved position.
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2.6 SET PINS STEP OF WIRING DIAGRAM
During the insertion of the Pins in the Wiring diagram of CABLING 2019 the ‘Step Pins’ button is available,
which allows to define the distance between two consecutive pins of a Group with more Pins (for example a
connector).
The window has now been enriched and also includes the Grid and the offset for multiple links on the same
pin. The value of Step, Snap and Grid are the same as in the CONFIGURATION window (in the SHEETS menu).

The minimum value of the Step is now 3.75 (before it was 3.5) and that of the Offset is 2.5. Now a check is
made that the Step, the grid and the offset are the same or multiple of the Snap: this allows to correctly draw
the wiring diagram without misalignments between these values. Typical recommended values are:
Pins step
Snap
Grid
Offset

Solution 1
3.75
1.25
5
2.5

Solution 2
5
2.5
10
2.5

Solution 3
10
5
10
2.5

The offset is the distance that is maintained in the design of several connections on the same pin.
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3 HARNESS LAYOUT
These are the types of layouts available for the harnesses/cables of CABLING 4D
1 – STANDARD LAYOUT
Design of complex harnesses
with dimensional information
and materials to obtain
cutting lengths, bill of
materials and, for those who
produce, construction details
for production

2 – DETAILED LAYOUT
Design of simple harness to
be designed in detail. With
dimensional information and
materials, CABLING
automatically generates
cutting tables and bill of
materials

3 – PANEL DESIGN LAYOUT
Scale drawing of the layout of a
small panel whose components
and terminal blocks can be
connected to single connections. It
is possible to insert into the layout
DIN bars and raceways in which to
pass the connections. If the
number of connections increases,
it is possible to route the
connections into bundles.
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3.1 IMPORT GROUPS AND IMPORT CONNECTIONS

Video

In the 2019 version of CABLING, the window from which to select the data source was revised and a new
button was added.

'Convert SPAC Database' button: if in SPAC Automation a file has been exported with the Export for CABLING
command, the file can be converted and used to insert groups and connections coming from SPAC. For details
on file conversion, refer to the specific chapter of this documentation.

Using the 'Import from current Multi-sheet' option, the Cbl-Scan-wd.mdb database is always used in the
background and every time you press OK a scan is performed to realign the data.
The 'Import Connection file' button replaces the command present in the menu, which is now further
simplified.
The upper part of the 'Import Groups' window has been adjusted in the title and the 'Data Source' button
replaces the old 'Sel. Database'.
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3.2 CONTEXTUAL MENU ON BUNDLES
The contextual menu on the Bundles now also includes the option Create / Modify Connection. If the Bundle
joins two Wire Terminals or other groups in wire-by-wire drawing mode, the dialog for creating or editing a
connection is opened with the focus on the group and pin of source and destination. In this way it is
particularly quick to change the Connections.
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3.3 FILLET RADIUS ON SINGLE CONNECTION
In CABLING 2019 the possibility complete with a fillet the Bundles with single connections has been added.

Here is an example with a value for the radius.
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3.4 CABLE SUBSTITUTION

The Cable Replacement function has been improved with two interventions:
1. After changing the Cable, only the indications of the Groups that are connected to the cable
conductors are updated, and not all the Indications as was done previously.
2. If only the material of the selected cable is changed and there are other cables with the same material
in the drawing, a dialog box opens where you can choose eventual other cables to modify. This allows
a quicker change if it is necessary to change more multipolar cables at the same time.
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3.5 LIST OF CONNECTIONS OUTPUT
In Cabling 2019 the possibility of creating an automatic wire numbering was introduced.
The numbering is done in the ‘List of Connections’ output when choosing the XLS or CSV output type.
If in the output fields there is the "Wire or Conductor Name" (NAME) and there are no name assigned on the
connections of the Harness, it is requested if you want to generate an automatic numbering.

In the case of an affirmative answer, the NAME column of the file will contain a sequential number.
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3.6 WIRES AND CABLES CUTTING LIST OUTPUT
Modern cutting machines for multipolar cables allow now cutting and unsheathing / stripping both unipolar
wires and multipolar cables: for this reason in CABLING 2019 has been added the possibility to manage the
two new fields ‘Source strip’ and ‘Destination strip’ for the unipolar wires.

If the ‘Number of parts’ field is present, they are also counted according to the strips (see image)

If the ‘Connection name’ field is present, the wires are counted individually (see image)
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3.7 DEFINE NEW HARNESSES WITH PARAMETRIC DIMENSIONS

Video

In CABLING 4D 2019 the possibility of defining a Bundle of an Harness with a parametric dimension has been
included, dimension that can be combined with several lengths and related harness codes.

The association use the Name of the Bundle. Adding more values to the list with the Bundle name, length
and related wiring code, they will be saved in the current drawing with 'Save'. By assigning to a Name of
Bundle more dimensions and harness codes and associate the name on the layout using the button ‘Assign’,
you get the possibility to have multiple harness codes with a single Layout. In the dialog the list is filled with
the sheet where the selected and assigned Bundle is located.
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It is possible to define a single parametric dimension for each Harness. For this reason, only some Harnesses
can use this tool, for example cables for machinery with different sizes / dimensions.
Other Buttons:
•
•
•

with ‘Del Assign’ you can delete an association
with ‘Table’ you can create a table with the values of code, dimension and harness code
with ‘B.O.M.’ you can create a bill of materials as a table or XLS / CSV file divided by harness code,
where the associated dimensions change the quantities for each code.
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3.8 CREATE SECTIONING ON BUNDLE
CABLING 2019 allows to insert a sectioning consisting of two connectors or two wire terminals along a
previously designed Bundle. In the order you are asked:
• The position of the breakpoint
• The request for the Name and material of the two connectors or wire terminals that will be the two
Groups inserted in the breakpoint.
The command checks that the two Groups are compatible as a number of Pins and that the codes of the two
groups are different. Any Connections that pass in the Bundle will be interrupted and will be connected to
the [void] Pin of the two new groups. You can subsequently move the Connections to the correct pins.
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3.9 NEW TERMINALS BLOCK MANAGEMENT
Till now, the management of the terminals block has been done in CABLING in this way:
• Wiring Diagram: insertion of terminals single or multiple identified by the location and name of
terminal block. Each terminal has a terminal number (NUMM) that identifies it within the terminal
block. For multiple terminals, the LEVEL identifies more Pins within the same terminal.
• Harness Layout: insertion of terminals single and multiple and of eventual accessories in a terminal
block identified by a single node. The node refers to a table inside the drawing in which the terminals
used identified by a NUMM are listed in order. Combined with the single node it is possible to insert
a generic graphic symbol or a sequence of graphic symbols representing the terminals and
accessories inserted in the internal table.
With the 2019 version of CABLING, substantial changes were made to the management of the terminals in
the Harness Layout to make it easier to use and improve the communication with SPAC Automation. In Panel
Design now it is no longer necessary to manage a Terminal as a Component. The Wiring Diagram remained
unchanged.
The premise is that the Terminal is an object not part of the cable or harness but must be managed to acquire
some characteristics that affect the connections. This is the working table for the three environments.
Environment
Insert Terminal

Wiring Diagram
Mandatory

Insert Mating Part of
Terminal

Not available

Harness Layout
Optional

Panel Design
Mandatory

Can be ognore in Bill of Materials

Can be ognore in Bill of Materials

Mandatory as
Unplugged Group

Not available

These are the improvements in the Harness Layout:
•

Each terminal is inserted individually, as opposed to what was previously done, with the command
to insert Groups with category Terminal block

•

It is possible to insert or not the node and the related graphic symbol of the Terminal. If it is inserted,
it can be ignored in the bill of materials.
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•

When you press OK, a dialog box opens where you can add the number NUMM of terminals to insert

•

Another question is asked, that can be avoided for the current drawing session

•

If you answer Yes to the previous question for each added NUMM you are asked to insert the graphic
symbol and the node or only the node in the absence of the graphic symbol of the Terminal.
For each added NUMM the following dialog box is displayed listing the Terminal Levels, which is
mono-level for the standard and multi-level for multiple Terminals. The proposed Location is that of
the Terminal (not modifiable), the same for the function (modifiable). The proposed Name is that of
the terminal followed by a space and the terminal number (NUMM). If the terminal is multi-level, the
"_" character is added, followed by the level. The Name is modifiable as you want but CABLING
maintains the link between the Unplugged Group that is inserted in the Harness and the reference
Terminal. The reason why the Unplugged Group is inserted is that the Terminal must not be part of
the cable or Harness. It is possible to insert more than once the same Unpluggeg Group (upon request
for confirmation) to have two departures / arrivals in two different cables / harnesses that enter in
the same level of a Terminal (see image below)

•

•

Defining the connections that start from the Free Groups combined with a level of a terminal, the
strip or wire terminals provided in the definition of the terminal levels in the Cabling materials
database are automatically proposed.
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These are the improvements in Panel Design:
•

Each terminal is inserted individually, as opposed to what was previously done, with the command
to insert Groups with category Terminal block

•

It is possible to insert or not the node and the related graphic symbol of the Terminal. If it is inserted,
it can be ignored in the bill of materials.

•

When you press OK, a dialog box opens where you can add the number NUMM of terminals to insert

•

You are asked to insert the graphic symbol of the Terminal, which is inserted in the scale set for the
Panel Design
The following dialog is opened in which the levels to be inserted in the graphic symbol of the terminal
are listed.

•
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If not previously memorized, it is possible to indicate the position of the levels on the graphic symbol
(Add button), modify it or delete it and then save its position. If the position is already memorized
and if the 'Insert levels on saved position' flag is active, they are automatically inserted in the correct
position with the Add button. If you want to insert more terminals (with different NUMMs) and the
flag 'Automatic insert next NUMM' is active, the terminals following the first one are inserted
automatically and the levels are inserted in the position defined in the window.

•

In Panel Design, the connections go directly to the positions of the levels defined on the graphic
symbol. In the definition of the connections, the strip or wire terminals provided in the definition of
the terminal levels in the Cabling materials database are automatically proposed.
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3.10 SEGMENT OF SHEATH AS ACCESSORY
CABLING 4D 2019 has two news for the sheath segments inserted as accessories:
• Double covering material
• Number of pieces

•

Double covering material:

If you select the 'Double material of covering' checkbox, when you press OK CABLING asks you to select a
Bundle from which to acquire the length. After inserting the graphic symbol of the accessory the quantity will
be equal to the length of the selected Bundle.

If you try to change the accessory, the Length box is blocked and the following message is given.

If you change the length of the Bundle, the quantity of material of the accessory is automatically updated by
CABLING.
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•

Number of pieces:

Often in a complex harness it is necessary to insert numerous segments of sheath / taping along the Bundles
that make it up. Up to now it has been possible to insert several pieces of sheath with a certain length or to
insert one only with a length equal to the sum of the individual pieces.
With Cabling 2019 it is now possible to insert a number of pieces after the length. So, if instead of 30 you
insert 30x8 means that I want to insert a single graphic symbol with 8 pieces of sheath length 30 mm.
This new feature allows you to reduce the number of accessories included in the harness although each piece
is managed as a single. In fact, both the accessory indications and the balloons show the number of pieces.

The output sheaths and tubes cutting list and the bill of materials are also generated accordingly:
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3.11 INSERT ACCESSORY ALONG A BUNDLE
CABLING 4D 2019 now allows you to insert an Accessoty along a Bundle with two new features:
•
•

Request to scale the graphic symbols of the accessory
Consider a Bundle with unions as a single bundle to distribute the accessory.

Always ask if you rotate the accessories with a window instead of on the command line:

Finally, he asks for the scale of the accessories distributed along the bundle or along the bundles joined
together.
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3.12 BUNDLES TOLLERANCE
In CABLING 2019, tolerance is now also possible as free text.
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3.13 BUNDLES SCALE
The Bundles have been improved to be traced over an existing design inserted into the harness layout as a
model. If, as in the example, the design of a plate has been inserted in the layout with a scale of 1 = 5 (5 times
smaller) and you set this value with the 'Set>' button, when the window is opened it shows the Length value
as by drawing, but by pressing the 'Scale>' button the length is calculated as real value (in the example 47.5
x 5 = 237.5), a value that can however be subsequently corrected.
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3.14 BUNDLES DESIGN
To make the use of CABLING easier and more intuitive, the BUNDLE command has been revised in the dialog
boxes, which are now specific for each type of bundle. Substantially unchanged the window for covering
material with some simplifications and the possibility to access the settings.

Definitely simplified that without coating material:

The one with a single Multipolart Cable has the cables list defined directly on the window:
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The one with a taping highlights the taping field and the diameter for the calculation of the taping, which can
be determined successively also on the basis of the number of wires passing through the Bundle:
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3.15 CYCLIC MARKING
Also in the cyclic marking have been added the improvements already introduced previously for those at the
extremities.

If in the composition string instead of %NF you write §%NF the whole marking string is composed only if the
Connection Name is not empty.
If in the composition string instead of %P1 or %P2 you write {%P1 or {%P2 and a terminal or splice is
connected (pin -), the pin value and what come before the {%P1 or {%P2 are omitted.
If in the composition string instead of %P1 or %P2 you write %P1} or %P2} and a terminal or splice is
connected (pin -), the pin value and what follow the %P1} or %P2} are omitted.
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3.16 ACQUIRE INFORMATION BY DRAWING
If you receive a drawing in AutoCAD DWG or DXF format you can use it to draw Groups and Bundles by
acquiring data from the texts of the original design instead to insert manually the data in the dialogs. In the
set of command 'Import' of the harness layout menu you will find the new command 'Selecting data on
reference drawing': a new dialog is opened where you can set the selection of data on the reference drawing
that you want to 'copy' with Cabling . The options, if enabled, allow to select and use data from texts (normal
and multiple) of the reference drawing in the Groups and Bundles commands.

With this configuration, here's what happens with the group entry command:
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You are asked to:
• Select text with Group Name or Enter:
• Select text with Group Function or Enter:

The selected data are shown in the dialog box where you can correct them if necessary.
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3.17 UPDATE STRIP OF WIRE TERMINALS FROM FILE
In Cabling 2019, the possibility to update the stripping of the Wire terminals in the material database was
introduced. In the command UTIL → Cabling Material Database → Utility the new option has been added.

This procedure is performed by reading an XLS, XLSX or CSV file.
The file must have the <CODE> and <STRIP> strings on the first line and then the corresponding value.
The "Import File" button will change the values of the strip of the wire terminals in the materials database.
Of course, checks will be carried out for the validity of the update.
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3.18 CONFORMATION CABLES OUTPUT
In CABLING 2019 the cables conformation output has now the new option 'See all the Connections of a Cable'
that allows you to draw each individual cable with all the additional connections that make up the whole
harness.

This is the new output:
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This the output without the check box selected:
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3.19 HIGHLIGHTS AND REDRAW OUT OF SCALE BUNDLES
In CABLING 2019 è stata aggiunta il nuovo tool che permette di ridisegnare un cablaggio non in scala in un
cablaggio in scala 1:1

The command shows in red the Bundles not in 1: 1 scale eventually found, opens a dialog box where it
indicates the number of non-scaled Bundles and asks whether to modify any straight peripheral Bundles
automatically.

If Yes, all the peripheral straight Bundles of the harness are lengthened or shortened automatically. Even the
nodes and graphic symbols at the ends are moved automatically.
This message is also given indicating that CABLING goes into Bundles drawing mode 1: 1

At this point, CABLING asks to select the red colored Bundles to redraw them starting from the selected
position, similar to the 'Redraw Bundle' command. At the end of the redrawing, if the last segment is straight,
ask whether to lengthen it or shorten it to bring the entire Bundle to size or scale the entire Bundle
automatically and the red color is removed.
During this cyclic phase it is also possible to select Bundles already in scale to allow to correct the geometry
of the harness as desired without leaving the cycle to use the standard command 'Redraw Bundle'.
Recall that an harness can be scaled already in the initial design stage, but as often happens the design for
consultation is not scaled in case of large harnesses and may therefore need to be scaled for some production
processes (i.e. nailsboard).
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3.20 IMPORT CONNECTIONS FILE
Nel comando Cabling Harness Layout → Import → Import Connections File, the wire materials selection
window has been slightly modified with the addition of the filter on the section.

In addition, the color and section filters become an active part of the selection of imported wires. For example
if in the import file the yellow color is defined as 'YE' but in the material archive it has been defined as 'G' and
if section 0.5 has been found, then the window is presented in this way:

The color filter is set to 'All Colors' and then in the list of available wires it will be possible to choose the color
wire 'G' with section 0.5 and combine it to the selected imported wire. This prevents you from having to
correct the file with the correct colors before importing it.
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3.21 HARNESS LAYOUT INDICATIONS
Some improvements have been made in the management of the indications of Groups, Bundles and
Accessories. Always the only indications that maintain the order of the fields are those of the Groups. A brief
help on the topic has been added in the specific dialog.

Pressing Save all the Indications are automatically updated and you are no longer asked what to update as
before. The use of the command become more simple and avoids that eventually changes in the settings
without updating the drawing create different Indications when modifying a Group, a Bundle or an Accessory.
This could create small doubts that have now been eliminated. The only exception concerns the Groups
indications: the order of the fields is saved in each indication. If you only change the order of the fields in the
window, you can update the individual indications.

With 'Update only the graphics and keep the current fields' you can keep the different field orders even if
the graphic parameters are updated.
It is now possible to display in the indications of any Group the stripping of the Connections by adding
'Unplugged Group Strip' to the list of output fields. The name of the field remained such for compatibility
with previous versions.
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Finally in CABLING 2019 the regeneration of the indications of the Groups has improved by about 25% in
terms of speed.
In the Indications, 6 new fields have been added:
•

•

•
•
•

•

Cyclic Marking: allows to visualize the value of the cyclic marking calculated according to the settings
and the information on the connection. Remember that the cyclic marking is calculated based on a
setting that takes information from the individual connections and formats them in the way desired
by the user.
Usage Name: if the Group has a reference component, with this field it is possible to display the
Name. If the Location of the Group is different from that of the Usage, the Name is automatically
composed as follows: <(location)Name>. Displaying the Name and other usage information is
essential to create a union between the name of the group and its Usage, making it easier to read
the layout. Example: a J1 connector could have the C1 control unit component as Usage.
Usage function: always in reference to the usage, its function. Example: ECU
Usage Description: always with reference to the usage, its description
Usage Port Name: always with reference to the usage, identification of the Port to which the Group
is connected. The port name is defined in the CABLING database where it is possible to define
components with one or more ports.
Usage Port Function: always with reference to the usage, Function of the Port to which the Group is
connected. The Port Function is defined in the CABLING database where it is possible to define
components with one or more ports.

The fields related to the usage are inserted in the Indication in preceded by a micro description:
•
•
•
•
•

Usage name → U.Name
Usage function → U.Function
Usage Description → U.Descrip.
Usage Port Name → U.Port
Usage Port Function → U.Port Func.
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3.22 COMPONENTS MANAGEMENT AND PANEL DESIGN

Video

In CABLING 2019 the component definition in the CABLING.MDB material database has been improved to
make it easier and more intuitive. Furthermore, the use of the components in the Panel Design module for
the design of small electrical panels has been revised, making the module even easier to use and with better
results in terms of graphics.
In the material database it is possible to define all the characteristics of a
component to be used in the harness layout, in the electrical drawing and in the
Panel Design module.
Particularity of CABLING is the definition of the input ports of the components,
whether they are electrical components such as contactors, electronic boards or
devices with interfaces to the outside world, definition that allows to know how
to connect the component with the other electrical element using Wires or
Harnesses. The Ports can be divided into:
1. Pins single
2. Port with multiple Pins
3. Port with Mating Part

The three types of Ports have these characteristics:
1. Pins single
• Can be defined in sequence (instead of one at a time)
• They have the possibility of defining or not the wire terminals to be crimped to the wires.
More wire terminals can be defined and CABLING will choose the correct one based on the
wire section. Without defined wire terminals it is instead possible to define the strip
necessary for the wires connected to the single pole. Finally, the add-on length, if present, is
added to the individual connections (for example to manage the height of the port compared
to the drawing plane)
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2. Port with multiple Pins
• It is possible to define the Port with Name, Function and list of the Pins that make it up
• For each Pins it is possible to define or not the wire terminals that will have to be crimped to
the wires. More Wire terminals can be defined and CABLING will choose the correct one
based on the wire section. Without defined wire terminals it is instead possible to define the
strip necessary for the wire connected to the single pin. Finally, the add-on length, if present,
is added to the individual connections (for example to manage the height of the Pins with
respect to the drawing plane).
• It is possible to define and modify several pins simultaneously.

3. Port with Mating Part
• It is possible to define the Port with Name and Function.
• It is possible to define the Pins and then choose the Mating Part or choose the Mating Part
directly: in the latter case the pins list is automatically defined according to that of the chosen
Mating Part. Even more Mating Parts can be chosen between connectors, terminals and
moulded cables. It will be the Mating Part to give to CABLING the information for the
connections of the harness (terminals, strips), unless forcing made with the Mod button.
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Example of An electronic card with multiple ports, each with multiple pins.

What has changed in Panel Design for Components and Connectors:
1. The component is inserted as a graphic symbol without the Node, as previously happened. Obviously
a graphic symbol must be combined with the material code of the component.
4. Both for components and connectors it is now possible to define remarkable points on the graphic
symbol (virtual pins); on the components you can do it for each pin of the Ports with 'Pins single' or
with 'Port with multiple Pins', on the connectors for each Pin.
5. For the components it is possible to save the position of the Pins, for connectors no.
6. Connections can start from virtual Pins and can arrive into virtual Pins instead the standard Node of
the connectors.
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3.23 MANAGEMENT OF PINS ON CONNECTORS
The Pins management window on connectors, that allows you to create layouts with singles connections, has
been improved with new functions.
We remember that with this window it is possible to define the position of Pins of a Connector on the Graphic
Symbol inserted on the drawing. On a Group with defined Pins, the Bundles can start and arrive in the defined
positions of the Pins. CABLING will consider these bundles as if they were connected to the Group Node as
the standard ones.
This mode allows you to draw small wiring with Bundles that identify a single connection. If the Graphic
Symbol has been saved without, with 'Visualize texts of Pins' you can insert them on the selected symbol.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add: allows to define the position of one or more pins on the graphic symbol
Del: allows to eliminate the definition of the position of one or more pins of the graphic symbol
Mod: allows you to change the position of a previously defined pins
Copy: allows you to copy the position of the points of a graphic symbol to another one
look: allows to see the position of a pin on the graphic symbol
End: exit the window
'Visualize texts of Pins: allows you to insert texts with the value of the Pins with the characteristics of
the following dialog box.

The window also allows you to update the graphic symbol graphic and redefine the graphic symbol
in the library with the new texts.
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•

•

Mirror: allows to make the graphic symbol and the possible positions of the pins mirror.

It allows you to avoid creating intersections on Connections. In the example the graphic symbol on
the right was mirrored.
Bundles on connected pins: allows to create automatically Bundles from the position of the pins, as
shown in the example below. Bundles are created only on Pins that contain Connections.

3.24 IMPROVEMENTS ON ATTRIBUTES GROUPS
In CABLING 2019 after entering the Groups attribute settings window, if you decide to update the 'Selected
groups' two further questions are asked:
•
•

rotation Attributes
Attributes alignment
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3.25 IMPROVEMENT FOR OUTPUT LIST OF CONNECTIONS
In the output options of List of Connections, now it is possible to choose which group can display the
additional character to indicate multiple crimping.
If the "Use additional character only with wire Terminals and pre-isolated Splices" option is not checked,
standard operation will be performed, therefore the additional character will also be inserted on the Splices.
If the option is checked, the additional character will be inserted only on Wire Terminals and pre-insulated
Splices.
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3.26 IMPORT ASSEMBLIES FROM SPAC AUTOMATION
CABLING 2019 has improved the import of the assembled by SPAC Automation with two improvements:
•
•

Even if no assembly has been defined in SPAC, Groups and Connections can be imported.
By importing the materials and adding them to the materials database, now CABLING also imports
the Components and Terminals and adds the user information to the Unplugged Groups entered via
the tree-view of the dialog.

Examples:
•
•
•
•

•

In SPAC I have connections that start from an electrical component.
In CABLING the component is not counted because it is not part of the harness, but the ends of the
connections that start from the component as individual unplugged groups are imported.
Until the previous version it was the user who decided how to terminate the ends of the connections:
with a strip or with a wire terminal chosen from those of the database.
Today, by importing the Usage component into the material database and defining if each pin has a
wire terminals to use or a strip to apply, during the import of the connections CABLING automatically
inserts the correct wire terminal according to the section of the wire or the set up strip.
It is also possible to add in the group indications some Usage information, which help to create a
relationship between the harness groups and the components of the wiring diagram to which they
are connected.

This new possibility makes it possible to create even more complete harness layouts in consultation and to
facilitate data integration between SPAC Automation and CABLING 4D.
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3.27 MESSAGES ON OUTPUT
With the aim of making the information of the outputs complete, CABLING 2019 has in numerous outputs
the opening of the following dialog box that shows general information and alerts and possible anomalies
found during the reading of the drawing data.

The dialog box does not open when the outputs are regenerated.
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4 VARIOUS
4.1 MATING PART OF WIRE TERMINALS
In the Cabling materials database it is now possible to define the Mating Part of the wire terminals as for the
connectors, values that can be used in the design of the harness layout or of the wiring diagram or in the
module for testing Cabling 4T.

4.2 VERIFY BLOCKS INSERTED IN THE DRAWING
To verify the blocks inserted in the drawing that are not conform to the Cabling standard, a new tool is now
available in Util → Cabling Utilities → Verify blocks inserted in the drawing which allows you to check the
current drawing. These are evential errors reported on dialog:
•
•
•

Error - Block with entities on Layers other than 0
Warning - Block containing nested-blocks
Attention - Block with Attributes only
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4.3 WIRES, MULTIPOLAR AND MOULDED CABLES DATABASE
The dialog has been simplified. In particular, now the Add, Mod and Sequence buttons are open new dialog
boxes, simplifying the understanding of the use of the program.

The three open dialogs with the Add, Mod and Sequence buttons now have the new External Diameter box.

The external diameter is used for the conductors of the
multipolar cables and, if specified, allows to correctly insertion
of the seal protectors to be combined with the wire terminals,
determined according to the diameter.
The external diameter defined in the windows opened by Add
and Mod buttons is used to calculate the diameter of the
bunch to help the choice of the covering material of the
Bundle, the external diameter of the conductors for the seal
protectors.
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The 'Drawing Wires Color for Wiring Diagram' can always be defined in the database as before, but if you do
not want to use it in a drawing, you can now disable it in the Settings of Wiring Diagran Connections.

The possibility of defining the two diameters, the external total of the cable and that of the individual
conductors, has also been introduced for the Moulded Cables. The main dialog has also been updated like
that of multipolar cables.
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4.4 REGENERATION OUTPUT ON FILE
For the output on file CABLING 4D 2019 inserts also the name of the file with the full path.

In addition, the files generated in the current job order are stored by Cabling only with the name and can be
regenerated correctly even if the job has been copied or renamed, because the path of the new job or the
renamed path is valid.

4.5 TABLE OUTPUT SETTINGS, XLS/CSV FILE
Given the large number of fields that Cabling handles for the outputs, the settings windows have been
modified in the 'Available Fields' list. A start column has been added where an asterisk appears if the field
has already been added to the 'Output order Fields'.
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4.6 NODE BLOCK INVISIBLE FOR PRINTING
CABLING 2019 has two new options in the UTIL → Cabling Utilities command:
1. Update Node with INVISIBLE color in print/plot
2. Update Node with VISIBLE color in print/plot
If the node block is updated with INVISIBLE color, it is visible in the drawing but is invisible in the print/plot.
To be precise, it is visible in the drawing if you do not work with a white or very light background.

The opposite command restores the Node block with VISIBLE color in print/plot (standard Yellow color). The
color change occurs only in the current drawing and not on the block stored in the Library folder.
Even if the command ‘make the Node blocks invisible’ exists, this new possibility guarantees greater security.
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4.7 MULTI-FUNCTION BARS REVIEW
In CABLING 2019 the MULTI-FUNCTIONS bars of the menu concerning the Harness Layout and the Wiring
Diagram have been reviewed: they contain the same contents of the previous versions but are organized
differently. The main commands are in the foreground while the secondary ones are grouped in the dropdown menu below (where available).

To access to the secondary commands, press the arrow at the bottom right of the individual topics.

The change makes it even faster to use the multi-function bars because the main visible commands have
actually decreased and therefore it is easier to identify and select the desired command.
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5 INTERCONN DIAGRAM
The new regards the Copy / Replace Assembly command.
In the presence of the InterconnDiagram module, the Copy Assembled command has been revised, which
now allows both copying and substitution. An initial question asks whether to copy or replace.

After choosing an Assembled on the drawing, a window is opened where to choose the new assembled. The
command has been designed to replace homogeneous Assemblies (ie having the same number of Groups
and the same material as the Groups). Lengths and Connections are not considered as discriminatory
elements when choosing the new Assembled.
For example, if in a machinery you have to replace an Assembled with a wire and two terminals for the EU
market with one for the USA market, this is the indicated tool. In other cases it is necessary to delete the old
Assembled and replace it with the insertion of a new one.
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6 CABLING FOR TESTING
CABLING also has the 4T (Testing) module that allows to interface CABLING 4D with testing systems, in
particular with WEETECH ones.
Starting from the harness layout or a WLF file, CABLING 4T directly generates the test program to be sent to
the WEETECH machine together with the PINS table.

CABLING 4T allows you to load the list of Mating Parts available in the company, even starting from a list in
Excel format. A Mating Part or a complementary commercial connector / terminal can be combined with
each connector / terminal.

The module allows:
• avoid creating a harness prototype to create the self-learning test program
• reduce time and errors
• regenerate the test program quickly if the harness is modified.
In addition to the test program generation, CABLING 4T allows:
• generate an Excel file containing the list of connections between the Mating Parts and the standard
interface connectors (64 poles) of the testing machine
• create a table or Excel file with a list of the Mating Parts to be used for the processed harness.
CABLING 4T can also be used in combination with the WIRE LIST FILE module (WLF) to define the Connections
of an harness directly on an Excel file.
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In the 2019 version of the CABLING 4T module, the possibility of defining the mating parts of the extremities
of only stripped connections, therefore without wire terminals or connectors, has been introduced. With
'Combine Mating Parts' the 'Add Group' button allows you to choose the Free End option to match one or
more blocks, for example a crocodile clip.

In this way, now in 'Define Testing Structure' it is possible to combine the free extremities of Connections
with strips, therefore without wire terminals or connectors, combined to Unplugged Groups with one or
more Pins.
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Another new is the possibility of generating the .TCL file for the WeeTech testing machines without all the
harness groups being matched to the ports of the machine or the interface harness.
Finally, CABLING now allows to generate a testing file even if there are more harnesses in the multi-sheet,
drawn separately each on multiple sheets. In this case, the name of the testing file .TCL will be composed of
the name of the Multi-sheet followed by the sheet number where the single harness is saved.

The specifications of this document are to be considered confidential. CAD.Able may make changes to the features described in this document at any
time for technical or commercial reasons. The examples in this document are only examples.
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